
Lord of the Flies                                          Vocabulary   
Vocabulary Words Set #1  - Test #1 - Dec. 18th - 25 words  total!

  
1. scavenge: (v.) to remove unwanted substances from; to clean refuse from; to 

collect discarded material   
2. crumple: (v.) to fall apart, fold, or collapse; to gather something into small 

wrinkles or folds; to become wrinkled or creased  
3. submerge: (v.) to sink below the surface; go under or as if under water; to cover 

completely  
4. immerse: (v.) to thrust or throw into, enclose or envelop completely; to devote 

oneself fully  
5. uncommunicative: (adj.) not inclined to talk or give information or express 

opinions   
Challenge Words:  

1. immure: (v.) to lock up or confine, in or as in a jail  
2. swathe: (v.) to wrap in swaddling clothes (n.) an enveloping bandage  
3. efflorescence: (n.) 1. a flourishing time 2. any red eruption of the skin  
4. gesticulate: (v.) to show, express or direct through movement 
5. whittle: (v.) to cut small bits or pare shavings from  

More Words  
1. underlay (v.) to raise or support; to put something under  
2. emboss (v.) to imprint, impress or stamp  
3. frond (n.) the main organ of a leaf of a fern or palm  
4. hiatus (n.) an interruption or break  
5. snivel (n. & v.) to talk in a tearful manner; cry or whine while sniffling 

Challenge Words  
1. crass (adj.) unrefined or crude; lacking sense  
2. fulcrum (n.) the pivot about which a lever turns  
3. discursive (adj.) coming to a conclusion through reason or argument rather than 

intuition   
4. impalpable (adj.) intangible or abstract  
5. contrite (adj.) feeling or expressing pain or sorrow for sins or offenses  

More Words  -  Test Dec. 18th - 25 words -  practice and review for test! 
1. differentiate (v.) - to mark as different; distinguish; separate  
2. mimicry (n.) - the act of mimicking; imitating behavior  
3. disinclination (n.) - a feeling of dislike or unwillingness  
4. jabber (v.) - to talk in a noisy or excited manner  
5. leviathan (n.) - the largest or most massive thing of its kind  

 





Vocabulary Set #2.  Test 2 - A total of 25 words! January 18th  
1. pliant (adj.) - capable of being influenced or formed  
2. officious (adj.) - intrusive in a meddling or offensive manner  
3. tirade (n.) - a speech of violent denunciation  
4. blatant (adj.) - completely obvious  
5. strident (adj.) - unpleasantly loud and harsh

  
Lord of the Flie s Vocabulary (2)  

1. askew (adv.) - turned or twisted to one side; crooked  
2. recrimination (n.) - mutual accusations  
3. embroil (v.) - force into some kind of situation, condition, or course of action  
4. sinewy (adj.) - consisting of tendons; impossible to chew; possessing physical 

strength and weight  
5. declivity (n.) - downward slope or bend  

 
Challenge Words (2)  

1. flail (v.) - give a thrashing to; beat hard; thresh about  
2. effulgence (n.) - the quality of being bright and sending out rays of light  
3. opaque (adj.) - not transmitting or reflecting light or radiant energy; impenetrable 

to sight  
4. specious (adj.) - plausible but false; deceptive pleasing  
5. sapling (n.) - a young tree  

  
Vocabulary #2  -  Lord of the Flies Vocabulary (2) Test - January 18th  

1. fiat: (n.) an authoritative decree, sanction, or order  
2. incredulity: (n.) inability or unwillingness to believe  
3. incantation: (n.) the chanting or uttering of words; a spell or charm  
4. clout: (n.) a blow or strike  
5. errant: (adj.) deviating from the regular or proper course; straying or erring

  
Challenge Words (2)  

1. incursion: (n.) a hostile entrance into or invasion of a place or territory; a rail 
2. apex: (n.) the tip, point or vertex; summit  
3. tacit: (adj.) implied; silent or saying nothing; unvoiced 
4. effigy: (n.) a representation or image, sometimes something disliked 
5. vicissitude: (n.) a change or variation in something 

 
 

  





Create a verbal and visual word association organizer for the vocabulary words in order 
to display a sentence, using the vocabulary word in context, then insert a picture/image 
for further clarification to demonstrate knowledge. Finally, make sure to include the 
denotation of the each word. There are 50 vocabulary words utilizing three components: 
definition, sentence, visual. 

 
The total project is worth - 105 points =  35 points each. 

 
The group of 3 or paired vocabulary project is due - Dec. 15th.  Use Google so that you 
may share your work with each other on your iPads.  

 
 

II. You will have a vocabulary test over the 25 words to spell correctly and match 
definition on December 18th. So practice, practice, practice.  Then you will test over the 
next 25 words on January 18th.  Again, practice, practice, practice.  

 
Model  

effigy 
As soon as the citizens learned their 
brutal leader was dead, they burned 
an effigy of his image. 
 
Definition - a portrait, statue, or the 
like, esp. of a person; likeness; 
often, a crude representation of a 
despised person   

 




